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Abstract—A trajectory tracking controller is proposed to
drive the wheeled mobile robot (WMR) to follow a predefined
trajectory robustly within a finite time under the presence of
uncertainties. The two-wheeled mobile robot and tracking error
system are modelled by kinematic equations, the stability and
reachability of the sliding mode controller are analysed based
on the system models. A two-wheeled mobile robot is built by
using the STM32F407 (ARM Cortex-M4 microcontroller) board
and a MATLAB GUI, and a cooperative real-time operating
system are implemented by using C programming language in
order to provide convenient system configuration and improve
the overall tracking performance. It is demonstrated that the
line and circular trajectories are well tracked in simulation and
experiment.
Index Terms—trajectory tracking, wheeled mobile robot, sliding mode control, nonlinear systems, robotics, embedded system.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Two-wheeled differential drive mobile robots (TWMR) have
been widely used in industrial and civilian life. As wheeled
mobile robot (WMR) is a highly non-linear non-holonomic
mechanical system. This constraint system is introduced by a
Germany scholar Heinrich Hertz in 1894 [1], which dividing
into two categories, the former is the holonomic constraint
system and the latter is the non-holonomic constraint system.
The holonomic constraint system imposes restrictions on the
position and orientation of WMRs, whereas the non-holonomic
constraint system restricts the motion of a WMR. In details, the
nature of non-holonomic constraint is that no motion occurs
in the axial direction of the wheel of WMR, there is no
sliding but rolling motion between the ground surface and
the wheels. This assumption implies that there exists a set of
non-integral first-order differential constraints [2]. Moreover,
Brockett theorem indicates that the utilisation of differentiable
or continuous time-invariant feedback control law which is
unable to stabilise the non-holonomic system [3].
Due to the difficulty of stabilising a non-holonomic, nonlinear, strong coupling, time-variant system of wheeled mobile
robots, a number of related papers [4], [5] have been proposed
to resolve this problem. In general, there are primarily two
control techniques to solve trajectory tracking control of a nonholonomic wheeled mobile robot, which are back-stepping
method [6], [7] and sliding mode method [9].

Back-stepping method is based on the adjustment of each
step related to the combination of Lyapunov function and
virtual control systems so as to design a controller to stabilise
the system. The advantage of using this method is to divide the
whole system into small sub-systems and conquer each part
individually. The disadvantages, however, are the difficulties
to design Lyapunov function and sensitive to parameter variation. For the non-linear sliding mode control method, which
consisting of two different phases, firstly, the system reaches
to the sliding surface in a finite amount of time, once the
system is on the sliding surface, the sliding phase takes place
and slides toward to the equilibrium point. The advantages
of using sliding mode method are applicable for non-linear
systems even for higher order systems, easy to combine other
control methods, such as PID, fuzzy controls, insensitive to
parameter variation and robust to matched uncertainties. The
disadvantage is chattering effect due to the fast discontinuous switching motions. In addition, another common control
method widely used in industry is PID control which has better
performance to resolve linear system, due to the non-linear
characteristics of the wheeled mobile robots and the tracking
error system, it is difficult to design PID controllers to achieve
better performance of the trajectory tracking control [10].
Sliding mode technique is a special non-linear control of
the variable structure control [8], its non-linearity is mainly
represented by the characteristics of discontinuity, the difference between sliding mode control and other control methods
is the flexible structure of the system, which can be varied
constantly based on the current states, such as errors in order
to force the system to perform the tracking motion according to
the predefined ”sliding mode” [9]. The design of sliding mode
technique contains two sections, one is the stability analysis,
the other is the reachability analysis. The sliding mode control
design guarantees that the wheeled mobile robot will track on
the predefined trajectory in a limited amount of time and stay
on the path robustly under the presence of uncertainties [11]–
[15].
II. S YSTEM MODELLING
The modelling of two-wheeled differential drive mobile
robots can be defined in two different coordinate systems,
i.e., Inertial Reference Coordinate Frame System (X I -Y I ) and

Wheeled Mobile Robot Body Coordinate Frame System (X B Y B ) as illustrated in Fig 1.

The first constraint is derived by using (2) and (3)
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The general form of constraint equations of the two-wheeled
mobile robot is
Λ(P I )P˙I = 0

Figure 1: Modelling of two-wheeled differential drive mobile
robot
where Ψ is the yaw (heading) angle, d is the diameter
of each wheel, W is the width of TWMR, ΦL and ΦR are
angular velocities of left and right wheels respectively, V, Φ
are the linear and angular velocities accordingly, VL is the
linear velocity of the left wheel, VR is the linear velocity of
the right wheel.
A. Kinematic Constraints of TWMR
B
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Consider PGB = [xB
G , yG , Ψ ] and PG = [xG , yG , Ψ ]
be the TWMR postures of body and inertial coordinate frames.
The relationship between these two coordinate systems are
defined as follows.

PGI = R(Ψ)PGB

(1)

where PGI and PGB are the postures
 of inertial and body frames,
cosΨ sinΨ 0
R(Ψ) = −sinΨ cosΨ 0 is the rotation matrix along
0
0
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the z-axis. Equation (1) is also satisfied for derivative, which
describes the relationship between velocities in the inertial and
body coordinate frames.
P˙GI = R(Ψ)P˙GB

(2)

The two-wheeled mobile robot is characterised by three nonholonomic constraints, which are acquired by two primary
assumptions.
• Slip-free lateral movement
This constraint indicates that the steering of the wheeled
mobile robot can only be driven in a curved motion rather
than lateral movement, which means that the velocity of
the centre gravity G is zero along the lateral axis (Y B ).
B =0
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B. Kinematic Modelling of TWMR
The linear and angular velocities of the control input (µ) in
terms of the angular rate of each motor wheel are as follows.
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The trajectory tracking system satisfies the following conditions,
Pe = lim kPB − PA k = 0
x→∞

(11)

where Pe = [Xe , Ye , Ψe ] is the tracking error from position
A to position B in Fig 2.
As the majority of the rotation of the TWMR encountered
under Euclidean 3D space with the fixed Z-axis, the only
consideration is the rotation about the centre of gravity G
around Z-axis, which utilising the rotation matrix described
in (1). Thus, the tracking error system can be represented as
follows
Pe = R(Ψ)(PB − PA )

(12)

The general attitude vector of the TWMR can be represented
as P = [X, Y, Ψ]T and µ = [V, Φ]T is the control input, where
[X, Y ], Ψ are the position and heading angle of the TWMR
with respect to the horizontal axis, V and Φ are the linear and
angular velocities respectively.

It can be easily to prove that the selected Lyapunov function
is negative definite, and the equality holds if and only if Ye = 0
which can be achieved by making Xe converge to zero, Ψe
2
converges to − K
K1 arctan(Ye ).
B. Design of sliding surface
The non-linear sliding surfaces can be generated as follows.
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Xe
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=
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α2
K1 Ψe + K2 arctan(Ye )
where K1 and K2 are positive numbers.
The rate of change of the non-linear sliding surfaces gives,
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Figure 2: Motion of two-wheeled differential drive mobile
robot
The asymptotically convergent rate of the tracking error
system with respect to time t from (12) is derived in the
following.
Ẋe (t) = VB (t)cosΨe (t) − VA (t) + Ye (t)ΦA (t)
Y˙e (t) = VB (t)sinΨe (t) − ΦA (t)Xe (t)

(13)

Ψ̇e (t) = ΦB (t) − ΦA (t)

(15)

(14)

Put into matrix form yields,
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The objective is to design a robust controller to minimise
the tracking error system (16) to zero whilst maintaining the
stability of the overall system, which will be investigate in the
following section.
III. C ONTROL STRATEGIES
A. Stability analysis of sliding mode
Equation (14) can be rearranged to Y˙e = VB sinΨe when
Xe = 0, the Lyapunov function can be generated as follows.
1
VY = Ye2
(17)
2
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Suppose Ψe = − K
K1 arctan(Ye ), where K1 and K2 are two
positive numbers.
The rate of change of VY is as follows.

V˙Y = Ye Y˙e
Substituting (14) into (18) gives,
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Rearranging (20) gives the control input µ in terms of
controllable states and the non-linear sliding surfaces.
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Γ2 sgn(α2 ) 
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The derivative of the non-linear sliding surfaces can be
easily derived by substituting (21) into (20).


−Γ1 sgn(α1 )
α̇ =
(22)
−Γ2 sgn(α2 )
where Γ1 and Γ2 are reaching gains coefficients of non-linear
sliding surfaces.
To alleviate the chattering effect from the control input µ,
(22) is redesigned using saturation functions,
#
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where ρ1 and ρ2 are boundary layer parameters.
The general control law can be further developed from (21)
using the saturation function as follows,
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Remark. The non-linear control law (24) is applicable if and
only if the following conditions are hold,
Xe 6= −

K1
(1 + Ye2 ), Ye ∈ <, |Ψe | ≤ π
K2

(25)

2
1
For Xe → − K
K2 (1 + Ye ), the control law will suffer from the
local minimum issue as the matrix B(Pe ) becomes singular.
Nevertheless, the actual two-wheeled mobile robot will mainly
keep track of the reference trajectory at all time without
affecting the tracking performance.

Figure 4: Main microcontroller
board

Figure 5: Inertial Measurement Unit module

IV. A PPLICATION TO WMR
A. Hardware implementation

Figure 6: DC brushed motor Figure 7: DC brushed motor
with encoder
driver

•

Figure 3: Application of two-wheeled mobile robot
The two-wheeled differential drive mobile robot is built and
assembled to demonstrate the feasibility and performance of
the trajectory tracking control in a practical manner, which is
illustrated in Fig 3. The robot consists of four different submodules which are execution unit, acquisition unit, actuation
unit and communication/data-logging unit.
• The execution unit is mainly the microcontroller board
(STM32F407VGT6 in Fig 4) which collecting and processing the sensor data and executing the trajectory tracking control algorithms to achieve the objective. The builtin microcontroller chip (ARM Cortex-M4) is operated
under the maximum 168 MHz frequency and up to 82
General Purpose Input and Output (GPIO) ports available
for connecting external devices, and up to 12 16-bit
Timers for hardware pulse width modulation (PWM)
signal generation, signal input capture and encoder data
acquisition via the dedicated interfaces. In addition, 6
USART interfaces are supported for data communication
and programs debugging purposes, and 3 SPIs interfaces
for high speed data transmission.
• An Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) is utilised to measure the orientation of the robot accurately in Fig 5. This
IMU (MPU6050) contains 3 axes of gyroscope which can

•

be configured to measure the angular velocities of 3-axis
up to ±2000◦ /sec.
Two 12V DC brushed actuators (Pololu 30:1 motor
gearbox with encoder in Fig 6) are mounted on the
left and right sides of the TWMR respectively for differential driving purposes. The quadrature incremental
encoder (with resolution of 64 counts per revolution)
is attached on the motor shaft to measure the angular
positions and velocities of the motor. Moreover, two
independent fully integrated H-bridge high current motor
drivers (VNH5019), illustrated in Fig 7, are used for bidirectional speed control of the DC brushed motors along
with the hall effect current sensing module (140 mV/A)
for motor current measurement. In addition, motors are
controlled by the PWM signals which are generated by
the microcontroller board (STM32F407).
Communication module utilises bluetooth device to send
the real-time data to the MATLAB graphical user interface (GUI) software on PC for further data analysis, and
the data are also logged into the on-board SD card module
simultaneously.

B. Software implementation
A MATLAB GUI simulator and a light-weighted Cooperative Real-time Operating System (RTOS) are implemented
using C programming language for simulation and system
performance improvement.
The MATLAB GUI simulator, illustrated in Fig 8, is a
convenient software to configure the parameters of trajectory
tracking controller, types of trajectories, initial TWMR and
reference attitudes. Moreover, the static and animated tracking
results are displayed along with the detailed information of
the control related outputs, such as the stability of the sliding

surfaces, tracking error system, linear and angular velocities
and so on.

Figure 8: MATLAB GUI simulator of trajectory tracking
control
The cooperative RTOS, implemented on STM32F407 microcontroller board, consists of a scheduler and seven different
tasks which are able to execute simultaneously using different
time periods in Fig 9.
1) System task, running at 10 Hz, calculates the CPU and
tasks utilisations of the overall system.
2) Gyroscope and accelerometer tasks, both running at
1000 Hz, use the I2C interface to reach the maximum
sampling frequency for better data accuracy.
3) Attitude task, running at 100 Hz, utilises the Madgwick’s
data fusion algorithm [16] to estimate the Euler angles
(Roll, Pitch and Yaw) for orientation usages of the
WMR.
4) Motor encoder task, running at 100 Hz, reads the motor
angular velocities from the encoder module and feeds
the data into two separate PI controllers along with
the desired angular velocities generated from (10) to
precisely control two DC brushed motors.
5) Trajectory tracking control task, running at 100 Hz,
calculates the attitudes of the actual WMR, reference
WMR and tracking error system. Furthermore, applying
the non-linear sliding mode algorithm to generate the
desired linear and angular velocities of the robot, the
reference angular velocities of the motors are further
calculated and sent to the motor encoder task.
6) Data communication and logging task, running at 20 Hz,
send the data to MATLAB GUI for real-time visualisation of trajectory tracking control whilst logging the data
to on-board SD card for detailed off-line data analysis
thereafter.
V. S IMULATION AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The sliding mode trajectory tracking control was demonstrated both under simulation and actual experiment of the
WMR. This paper presents line and circular trajectory tracking
and the corresponding results of simulation and experiment are
illustrated as follows.

Figure 9: Architecture of cooperative real-time operating system

Figure 10: Simulation result
of line trajectory tracking

Figure 11: Simulation result
of circular trajectory tracking

Figure 12: Line tracking error
results

Figure 13: Linear and angular
velocities results

A. Line tracking
The configuration of line tracking consists of the initial
attitude of actual WMR PW M R = [−0.2, −0.2, 1.5708]T ,
the attitude of reference WMR Pref = [0, 0, 0.7854]T and
the reference of linear and angular velocities [Vref , Φref ] =
[0.2, 0.0].

of time in spite of matched uncertainties from the motor
input channels and unmatched uncertainties due to the wheel
slippage of high angular velocity at the first steering turn in
Fig 17.
VI. C ONCLUSIONS
This paper presents a sliding mode trajectory tracking
controller design. A two-wheeled mobile robot is built and
the tracking performance is achieved both in simulation and
actual wheeled mobile robot. It is also showed that the matched
uncertainties from the motor controlled input channel do
not affect the tracking performance as the sliding motion is
completely independent of the matched uncertainties once it
has been attained onto the sliding surfaces.
Figure 14: Line trajectory tracking using WMR

Figure 15: Circular tracking
error results

Figure 16: Linear and angular
velocities results

B. Circular tracking
The configuration of circular tracking consists of the initial
attitude of actual WMR PW M R = [0.25, −0.25, 1.5708]T ,
the attitude of reference WMR Pref = [0, 0, 1.5708]T and
the reference of linear and angular velocities [Vref , Φref ] =
[0.2, 0.8].

Figure 17: Circular trajectory tracking using WMR
The top right images of Fig 14 and Fig 17 are the real-time
trajectory tracking results and the compared simulation result
on the bottom right of Fig 17. Based on the simulation and
experimental results, it can be demonstrated that the tracking
error system is asymptotically stable within a finite amount
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